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Ranging Section for the IEEE 802.16m Amendment  
Adrian Boariu et al. 

NSN 

Introduction 
The contribution proposes text for ranging section in the UL PHY control. 

Proposed text 
 

4. Abbreviations and acronyms 

IS  infrastructure station 

RCP  initial ranging cyclic prefix 

RCode  initial ranging CDMA code 

 

15.3.6.x Ranging  

For proper system operation AMS transmits ranging signals for initial network entry and HO (initial ranging), 
and periodically in order to maintain synchronization on UL (periodic ranging) and to support bandwidth 
request.  

The initial ranging is described in subclause 15.3.6.x.a, while periodic ranging is described in subclause 
15.3.6.x.b. 

15.3.6.x.a Initial ranging 

The initial-ranging CDMA codes shall be used for initial network entry, and HO procedure against the desired 
target IS (infrastructure station). 

If IEEE WirelessMAN-OFDMA system operates together with the AAIF system using the UL FDM in the 
PUSC mode, an initial ranging opportunity size has NInitRangingLegacy = 72 subcarriers (TBD) in frequency domain 
as defined in subclause A1 [Note: this subclause should point to UL phy for legacy support].  In all other cases, 
the initial ranging opportunity size has NInitRanging =72 subcarriers in frequency domain as defined in subclause 
A2 [Note: this subclause should point to UL phy]. The time domain duration of the initial ranging opportunity 
size is given in subclause 15.3.6.x.a.1. 

A time-domain illustration of the initial ranging signal is shown in Figure x1. 

 

Figure x1 – Initial ranging signal transmission for AAIF. 

15.3.6.x.a.1 Parameters for initial ranging signal 

The ranging CP (RCP) duration and the initial-ranging CDMA code (RCode) durations are the main parameters 
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for the initial ranging signal. Table x2 shows the values allowed for these parameters in conjunction with the 
initial ranging opportunity size duration. Informatively, the radius of the cell supported by the corresponding 
parameters is also provided. 

Table x2 – Parameters for initial ranging signal and their initial ranging opportunity duration. 

RCP (Trcp) RCode (Trcode) Total initial ranging 
duration (Ttot) 

Initial ranging 
opportunity duration 

Cell size coverage 
for CP = 1/8 

Tg + 0.5 Ts Tu + Ts 2.5 Ts 3 OFDMA symbols 
(1/2 subframe) 

7.7 km 

Tg + 1.5 Ts Tu + 2 Ts 4.5 Ts 6 OFDMA symbols (1 
subframe) 

23 km 

Tg + 2 Ts Tu + 7 Ts 10 Ts 12 OFDMA symbols (2 
subframes)  

30 km 

 

15.3.6.x.a.2 Initial ranging transmission 

The initial ranging signal is generated based on the ranging sequences provided in subclause 15.5.6.x.c. The 
initial ranging transmission shall be performed for Ttot, during which the same CDMA ranging sequence is 
transmitted on the ranging channel without any phase discontinuity. For this purpose the transmitted signal shall 
be generated according to 15.3.2.5, equation (173), except that Trcp is used instead of Tg and 0 < t < Ttot, where 
Trcp and Ttot are given in Table x2. 

If the initial ranging channel follows the idle OFDMA symbol that is used by the IS frame structure for TTG, the 
AMS shall transmit the initial ranging signal time-advanced by 0.5 Ts relative to the corresponding ranging 
opportunity. Figure x3 shows such an example where initial ranging opportunity duration is 3 OFDMA symbols. 
The time-advancing transmission shall be applied irrespective of which initial ranging opportunity is selected in 
the ranging channel. This can be noticed in the figure as case b), where although the AMS chooses for 
transmission the second initial ranging opportunity, the transmission is still time-advanced by 0.5 Ts. By using 
time-advance transmission of the initial ranging code, the intercarrier interference is suppressed for the first UL 
OFDMA symbol at IS receiver. 

 

Figure x3 – Time-advancing transmission when the initial ranging region follows the TTG idle symbol. 
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15.3.6.x.b Periodic ranging and bandwidth request 

If IEEE WirelessMAN-OFDMA system operates together with the AAIF system using the UL FDM in the 
PUSC mode, a periodic ranging opportunity size has NPeriodicRangingLegacy = 12 (TBD) subcarriers in frequency 
domain as defined in subclause A1 [Note: this subclause should point to UL phy for legacy support].  In all 
other cases, the periodic ranging opportunity size has NPeriodicRanging = 12 (TBD) subcarriers in frequency domain 
as defined in subclause A2 [Note: this subclause should point to UL phy]. The time domain duration of the 
periodic ranging opportunity size is given by NPeriodicRangingDuration = 3 and 6 (TBD) OFDMA symbols. 

Periodic ranging signal is generated using the sequences defined in subclause 15.5.6.x.c. A CDMA ranging 
sequence covers NPeriodicRangingLegacy NPeriodicRangingDuration subcarriers. Mapping of CDMA ranging sequence to 
subcarriers is TBD. 

If the bandwidth request region is the same as the periodic ranging region, M of CDMA ranging sequences are 
allocated for periodic ranging and N of CDMA ranging sequences are allocated for bandwidth request. 

15.3.6.x.b.1 MIMO support transmission for periodic ranging and bandwidth request 

The ABS can enable the MIMO support transmission for periodic ranging and bandwidth request when some of 
the AMSs it serves have MIMO capabilities transmission. 

From the space of M available periodic CDMA ranging sequences for periodic ranging, a number M1 of CDMA 
ranging sequences may be allocated for AMSs that do not have MIMO transmission capabilities, and a number 
of M2 of CDMA ranging sequences may be allocated for AMSs that do have MIMO transmission capabilities. 

From the space of N available periodic CDMA ranging sequences for bandwidth request, a number N1 of CDMA 
ranging sequences may be allocated for AMSs that do not have MIMO transmission capabilities, and a number 
of N2 of CDMA ranging sequences may be allocated for AMSs that do have MIMO transmission capabilities. 

Using the MIMO capabilities transmission of an AMS is described in subclause 15.3.6.x.b.1.1. 

15.3.6.x.b.1.1 AMS MIMO transmission for periodic ranging and bandwidth request for TDD 

If the ABS enables the MIMO support transmission for periodic ranging and/or bandwidth request, an AMS that 
supports MIMO transmission shall consider that the number ranging opportunities that are available is twice as 
many. 

Assume that ABS has Nt transmit antennas, while AMS has Nr receive antennas, that are also used for UL 
transmission. Due to TDD channel reciprocity, the uplink channel information ULH  can be regarded same 

as T
DLĤ . Here, the downlink estimated channel information DLĤ  has dimension tr NN × . AMS randomly select 

both a ranging code pir  from M2 periodic ranging (or N2 bandwidth request) code set and an orthogonal vector 
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21 u u  for Nt = 8. AMS calculate the precoding matrix v  by solving 

vHvHu ⋅=⋅= T
DLUL

ˆ . Then the ranging code after precoding, i.e. p
ir⋅v ,  is transmitted. 

 

15.5.6.x.c Ranging sequences  

The length of ranging code for initial/HO ranging is 72, and for periodic/bandwidth request ranging is either 72 
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or 36. The ranging code is used to modulate the subcarriers in uplink tiles in the frequency domain. For the p-th 
group, },..,2,1,0{ pNp ∈  [ pN is TBD], there are 70 ranging codes for initial/HO ranging, and 70 and 36 ranging 

codes for periodic/bandwidth request ranging.   

The ranging code in the frequency domain is defined as  

)()()( kzkckr i
pp

i = , },..,2,1,0{ pNp ∈ , },,..,2,1{ Ii ∈   Kk ,..,2,1= .      (xxx a) 

Where,  

- )(kc p  [TBD] is p-th group specific code. 

- I=70 and K=72 for generating length 72 codes. 

- I=36 and K=36 for generating length 36 codes. 

 

For K=72, the ranging code generator, )(72 kzi , is given by (xxxb) and for K=36, )(36 kzi , given by (xxxc).  
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The ABS can separate colliding codes and extract timing (ranging) information and power. The time (ranging) 
and power measurements allow the system to compensate for the near/far user problems and the propagation 
delay caused by large cells.  

 

15.3.6.y Bandwidth request 

Contention based or non-contention based random access is used to transmit bandwidth request information on 
this control channel. Prioritized bandwidth requests are supported on the bandwidth request channel.  

For contention based bandwidth request, a CDMA ranging code is randomly selected by the AMS and 
transmitted in a bandwidth request region.  

For non-contention based bandwidth request, a CDMA ranging code is allocated by the ABS using MAC 
management signaling that uniquely identifies the AMS and/or the service. 

A bandwidth request region is defined as in subclause 15.3.6.x.b, as a region may be shared with periodic 
ranging while the CDMA ranging codewords for periodic ranging and bandwidth request are assigned from 
disjoint sets.  

The random access based bandwidth request procedure is described in Figure x4. A 5-step regular procedure 
(step 1 to 5) or an optional 3-step quick access procedure (step 1,4 and 5) may be supported. Steps 2 and 3 are 
used only in 5-step regular procedure. In step 1, AMS sends a bandwidth request CDMA ranging code for quick 
access that may indicate information such as AMS addressing and/or request size (TBD). The AMS may 
piggyback additional BW REQ information along with user data during uplink transmission (step 5). 
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Figure x4. Bandwidth request procedure. 


